Criterion A
Design Situation:
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation wants to sponsor you to create a multimedia campaign
for an AIS CAS group or organization.

Rubric
Level
0

Level descriptor
The student does not reach a standard described by any of the
descriptors below.

1–2

The student:
i. states the need for a solution to a problem for a specified client/target
audience.
ii. develops a basic design brief, which states the findings of relevant
research.

3–4

The student:
i. outlines the need for a solution to a problem for a specified
client/target audience.
ii. outlines a research plan, which identifies primary and secondary
research needed to develop a solution to the problem, with some
guidance.
iii. analyses one existing product that inspires a solution to the
problem.
iv. develops a design brief, which outlines the analysis of relevant
research.

5–6

The student:
i. explains the need for a solution to a problem for a specified
client/target audience.
ii. constructs a research plan, which identifies and prioritizes primary
and secondary research needed to develop a solution to the problem,
with some guidance.
iii. analyses a range of existing products that inspire a solution to the
problem.
iv. develops a design brief, which explains the analysis of relevant
research.

7–8

The student:
i. explains and justifies the need for a solution to a problem for a
client/target audience.
ii. constructs a detailed research plan, which identifies and
prioritizes the primary and secondary research needed to develop a
solution to the problem independently.
iii. analyses a range of existing products that inspire a solution to the
problem in detail.
iv. develops a detailed design brief, which summarizes the analysis
of relevant research.

Strand 1:
Explains and justifies the need for a solution to a problem for a client/target audience.
I will design and create a multimedia campaign for the Skin Cancer Foundation.
Since its founding in 1979, the Skin Cancer Foundation has been working to educate
the public about skin cancer prevention. In its mission
statement, the Skin Cancer Foundation has stated, “The
Skin Cancer Foundation has set the standard for
educating the public and the medical profession about
skin cancer, its prevention by means of sun protection,
the need for early detection, and prompt, effective
treatment. It is the only international organization devoted
solely to combating the world's most common cancer,
now occurring at epidemic levels.” (The Skin Cancer
Foundation). The Skin Cancer
Foundation all started in the
mid 1960’s, with a New York
City Medical Center surgeon
who was dealing with people who had lived in an era where
sun exposure was believed to be healthy. The surgeon
informed a patient that she had skin cancer and that it was
the result of years of overexposure to the sun. She went on
to ask him “Why wasn’t I told! Why didn’t anyone tell us the
sun isn’t good for you?” (Perry Robins, MD). From this, that
surgeon, Perry Robins, went to the American Cancer
Society and the American Academy of Dermatology about
starting a program to educate people on the dangerous
effects of longterm sun exposure. Finally, in 1979, The Skin
Cancer Foundation was established as a “nonprofit organization designed to educate
the public and the medical profession about preventing, detecting and treating the
world's most common cancer” (Perry Robins, MD). What is the most helpful thing you
can do for the Skin Cancer Foundation? Educating people and bringing awareness 
especially to younger groups  is the most helpful thing you can do.
Skin cancer is when abnormal skin cells grow and multiply uncontrollably. Often,
skin cancer occurs because of mutation or genetic defects triggered from skin cells with
DNA damage that the immune system is not able to repair. This mutation or genetic
defect causes the abnormal skin cells to rapidly multiply or reproduce, ending with the
formation of malignant tumors. The DNA damage normally takes place due to Ultraviolet

Radiation from the sun or tanning beds. There are multiple types of skin cancers
including, Basal Cell Carcinoma, Melanoma, Squamous Cell Carcinoma, Dysplastic
Nevi, and Actinic Keratosis. The reason it is important to educate people on skin cancer
is because it is the most common form of cancer in the U.S., with over two million
people diagnosed with skin cancer each year. Not only does one in five Americans
develop skin cancer during their lifetime, but those statistics rise rapidly each year.
Luckily, skin cancer is one of the easiest cancers to treat, however, it can result in the
disfigurement of the appearance, or something as extreme as death. The most
important aspect of skin cancer is that most of the skin cancer damage that happens
and that results in skin cancer occurs in the first 20 years of a person’s life, as those are
the years their bodies are the most vulnerable. “Just one blistering sunburn in childhood
more than doubles a Caucasian chances of developing melanoma later in life. However,
the incidence of skin cancer can be dramatically reduced through education, behavior
modification, and early detection.” (Skin Cancer Foundation)
In all, it is very important for my audience to start around the earliest age of 13.
This is because, according to the Melanoma Foundation, “2.5 million teens use tanning
booths each year including 35% of girls age 17 – many start as early as age 13”. My
audience will go up to around 20 year olds because it is in the first 20 years of your life
that the skin cells are susceptible to damage from ultraviolet radiation. However, I want
to be able to have a slightly less broad audience because the interests of 20 year olds
may be different from that of 13 year olds. So, my audience will be adolescents of 13
years old to 18 years old. According to Sun Protection Outreach Teaching by Students,
“We have a tremendous capacity to store pictures in long term memory”. This quote
refers to adolescents’ way of learning and remembering. From this, I have decided that
the best way to get my audience to remember and understand the message I am trying
to get across is to make a movie / video, and a poster. I have chosen these two
because these are the most visual options that I can think of, and that should make sure
that the campaign gets through to my audience.
Finally, it is very important for me to make a video and a poster for The Skin
Cancer Foundation for an audience of adolescents (aged 13 to 18 years old). This is
because, without more information, the amount of people diagnosed with skin canger
could rise, as we have seen with a 77% increase in diagnosis and treatings between
1998 and 2006. Furthermore, between 3,900 and 8,800 people died from squamous cell
carcinoma patients (about 2% of the total amount of patients) in the U.S. in the year
2012 (The Skin Cancer Foundation). By making a video and a poster for The Skin
Cancer Foundation for an audience of adolescents, there is a chance that the amount of
people diagnosed in around 30 or so years is less than it would have been if the

audience of my poster and video did not see it and got informed on the dangers of
tanning and not using sunscreen and covering.

Strand 2:
Constructs a detailed research plan, which identifies and prioritizes the
primary and secondary research needed to develop a solution to the problem
independently.
Questions on Skin Cancer
Rank

Question

Use

Reference

1

How can you (/what are
the most effective ways
of) preventing skin
cancer?

This is important to know
and understand because
the whole point of the
campaign, of having an
adolescent audience, is to
inform them on prevention
and steps they can take
now to keep them from
getting skin cancer later.

The Skin Cancer
Foundation Website
http://www.skincancer.or
g/prevention/areyouatri
sk

2

What are the different
types of skin cancer?

This is important to know
and understand because
there might be some
misconceptions about the
different types and which
are more dangerous.

The Skin Cancer
Foundation Website
http://www.skincancer.or
g/skincancerinformation

3

(continuation of question
2) What are the warning
signs of each type of skin
cancer?

This is important to know
and understand because,
by presenting this
information, my audience
may be able to identify
whether or not they have a
certain skin cancer.
Knowing the difference
matters, so they can follow
up with the correct method
of helping the problem.

The Skin Cancer
Foundation Website
http://www.skincancer.or
g/skincancerinformation

4

(continuation of question
2 and 3) What type of
treatment does each type
require?

This is important to know
and understand because,
as I have touched on the
past use, there may be
something different they
need to do for each type.

The Skin Cancer
Foundation Website
http://www.skincancer.or
g/skincancerinformation

5

How can you perform a
self skin exam?

This is important to know
and understand because I
want my audience to be
able to get help as soon
as possible, so that the
skin cancer does not
spread.

The Skin Cancer
Foundation Website
http://www.skincancer.or
g/skincancerinformation
/earlydetection/stepbys
tepselfexamination

6

What does tanning do to
your skin?

This is important to know
and understand because I
know that that is one of
the main causes of skin
cancer, and that a lot of
my audience
(adolescents) use it, but I
want to be able to
represent clearly what it
does to their skin in order
for them to think twice
about tanning.

The Skin Cancer
Foundation Website
http://www.skincancer.or
g/healthylifestyle/tanning

7

What are some stories of
skin cancer patients?

This is important to know
and understand because I
want my audience’s
heartstrings to be pulled
so that they are more
active in preventing their
own skin from developing
skin cancer, but so they
also share their
knowledge to protect
others.

The Skin Cancer
Foundation Website
http://www.skincancer.or
g/truestories

8

What is the difference
between UVA and UVB?

This is important to know
and understand because it
is mentioned a lot in the
explanations of what not
to do in order to prevent
skin cancer, but I do not
understand what it is.

The Skin Cancer
Foundation Website
http://www.skincancer.or
g/prevention/uvaanduvb

9

Which sunscreen should
people use?

This is important to know
and understand because
there are so many
different types of

The Skin Cancer
Foundation Website
http://www.skincancer.or
g/prevention/uvaanduvb

sunscreen, and there
might be a certain amount
that is not sufficient in
protecting the skin from
damage.
1o

What is the right amount
of sun exposure or
vitamin D?

This is important to know
and understand because I
don’t want my audience to
never go out in the sun
again, I want them to still
know how long they can
be out in the sun, without
harming themselves.

The Skin Cancer
Foundation Website
http://www.skincancer.or
g/healthylifestyle/vitamin
d

Questions on Effective Posters

Rank

Question

Use

Reference

1

What aspects make a
poster effective?

This is important to know
and understand because I
really need my poster to
be efficient and effective in
order to get my audience’s
attention and to keep it
long enough to get them to
understand my main point.

Undergraduate
Symposium 2014 and
“Characteristics of an
Effective Poster” by
Deborah A. Sleight, PhD
http://omerad.msu.edu/m
eded/poster_files/Charac
teristics_of_an_Effective
_Poster.pdf
https://ugradsymposium.
wisc.edu/present/poster/
#narro

2

What are effective
images?

This is also important to
know and understand
because I really need my
poster to have visual aids,
like images, in order for it
to be efficient and effective
in order to get my
audience’s attention and

“Being Effective  What
difference does an image
make?” by the University
of New Hampshire
Professional
Development and
Training

to keep it long enough to
get them to understand my
main point.
3

What makes a poster
easy to read and
understand?

This is important to know
and understand because I
need my audience to
understand what I am
trying to get across with
my poster.

“Characteristics of an
Effective Poster” by
Deborah A. Sleight, PhD
http://omerad.msu.edu/m
eded/poster_files/Charac
teristics_of_an_Effective
_Poster.pdf
https://ugradsymposium.
wisc.edu/present/poster/
#narro

4

What might interest or
capture the eye of my
audience (adolescents)?

This is important to know
and understand because I
need to have a poster that
caters to the need of my
audience in order to get
them interested.

“Characteristics of an
Effective Poster” by
Deborah A. Sleight, PhD
http://omerad.msu.edu/m
eded/poster_files/Charac
teristics_of_an_Effective
_Poster.pdf

5

How much information
should be on a poster?

This is important to know
and understand because I
don’t want to overwhelm
my audience with too
much, so that they don’t
remember the most
important facts.

Undergraduate
Symposium 2014 and
“Characteristics of an
Effective Poster” by
Deborah A. Sleight, PhD
http://omerad.msu.edu/m
eded/poster_files/Charac
teristics_of_an_Effective
_Poster.pdf

6

What information is the
most important?

This is important to know
and understand because,
in order to have the right
amount, I need to focus on
the most important
information.

“Characteristics of an
Effective Poster” by
Deborah A. Sleight, PhD
http://omerad.msu.edu/m
eded/poster_files/Charac
teristics_of_an_Effective
_Poster.pdf

Questions of Effective Videos

Rank

Question

Use

Reference

1

What makes a Video
engaging?

This is important to
know and understand
because I want to make
sure that my audience
pays attention to my
video in order to get the
information they need.

“How to Make Your Online
Videos Engaging” by Web
Analytics
http://www.webanalyticswor
ld.net/videoguides/howto
makeyouronlinevideosen
gaging

2

What can I use to make
my video more interesting
(images, music,
transitions)

This is important for me
to learn so that, again,
my audience pays
attention to my video in
order to get the
information they need,
as if there is nothing to
change up the video,
the audience will get
bored and will
disengage.

Video 101: Adding
Transitions & Effects.
http://vimeo.com/videoscho
ol/lesson/28/video101addi
ngtransitionsandeffectsw
ithwindowslivemoviemak
er

3

What is the right amount
of images, music, and
transitions, so that it isn’t
overwhelming?

This is important to
know and understand
because, if there are too
many images, music,
and transitions, the
information may
become not as clear.
Then, the audience will
become distracted.

Video 101: Adding
Transitions & Effects.
http://vimeo.com/videoscho
ol/lesson/28/video101addi
ngtransitionsandeffectsw
ithwindowslivemoviemak
er

4

How can you use pathos,
ethos, and logos on an
audience with a video?

This is important to
know and understand
because I want to
provoke the audience
and get them stirred into
wanting to protect
themselves.

http://educationportal.com/
academy/lesson/logosetho
sandpathos3waystoap
pealtoanaudienceiness
ays.html#lesson

5

How long should a video
be so that it does not get
boring?

This is important to
know and understand
because, if the video
gets boring, my

“How to Make Your Online
Videos Engaging” by Web
Analytics
http://www.webanalyticswor

audience will disengage. ld.net/videoguides/howto
makeyouronlinevideosen
gaging
6

Who can I feature in my
video as speakers?

This is important to get
because it will add to
the reality of my video.
My audience might just
forget about how real
the problem is, because
they are just watching a
video about it, but, by
bringing in real people,

This will be primary
information.

Questions of My Audience

Rank

Question

Use

Reference

1

What does my
audience find
aesthetically pleasing?

This is important to
know because I want
to make sure that my
audience pays
attention to my
multimedia campaign
in order to get the
information they
need. If it is
unpleasant for them
to look at, or if they
don’t like it, they will
not want to watch or
read it.

I will conduct a survey for
my audience.

2

What pushes my
audience to action, and
to think about thing the
most, pathos, ethos, or
logos?

This is important for
me to learn so that
my audience will want
to take action for
themselves and tell
others about how to
prevent skin cancer.

I will conduct a survey for
my audience.

3

How long can
adolescents focus?

This is important to
know because I want

http://www.livescience.co
m/1385010factsparent

to make sure that my
audience, for the
video I will make, will
be able to engage
long enough to get
the information they
need.

teenbrain.html

4

What will may audience
gain from my
campaign?

This is important to
know and understand
because I want to
push those aspects
the most in my
campaign. I don’t
want them to feel like
this topic does not
matter for them.

This will be primary
information.

5

What topics interest my
audience, what do they
relate to?

This is important to
know and understand
because, again, I
want my audience to
connect to what I am
trying to tell them. If
they relate to
something, they may
have more of a push
to take action.

I will conduct a survey for
my audience.

Strand 3:
Analyses a range of existing products that inspire a solution to the problem in detail.
This poster, from the environmental
campaign by Global Inheritance and
R.O.O.T.S. that is called Feed your Roots, is
their attempt at trying to get more people to
compost. According to their mission, Feed
your Roots is trying to “educate and
integrate composting in schools across the
United States”. This poster is fairly effective,
in multiple aspects. For example, I think that
the amount of text on this poster is perfect. I
don’t feel overwhelmed by the text, nor do I
feel like there is nothing on this poster. The
main idea is very clear, as it is very large,
and in the center (which is clever, I would
have put it in the
top, but this
makes it even
clearer). The
colors aren’t the
most interesting or
attractive, but they
make sense with
the topic. Another
point is that I like
how there is only
important information to the main title. It makes the poster
efficient, and quick to read. It also really presses one main
point into my mind so that I walk away with the most
important detail. Also, I like that the Feed Your Roots logo is
visible, but not overpowering. Lastly, I like that there are more
than just one type of poster (as seen on the left), there is a
series with different information on each poster. On the other hand, there are a few
aspects that aren’t as good. One example is that there are no images. I would have
liked to have something to break up the text and illustrate what they are trying to
express. That could have simply been solved by adding images. Furthermore, I would
have liked at least one bright color to catch my eye. I understand that the neutral, earthy

colors reflect the topic of composts and plants, but perhaps the title could have been in
blue (because water is blue, and plants need water). In all, I think I would use the idea
of a color scheme that related to my topic, because I really like how it helps put a topic
or theme in the audience’s head right away. I also think I will use the idea of having
multiple different posters that focus on different ideas so that each poster does not have
too much information.

This product is
another poster,
from the One
world, One Ocean
campaign. They
made this poster in
order to inform
their audience on
how big of a
problem plastic is
in the ocean. This
poster has positive
and negative
aspects about it.
For example, I
really like the color
scheme. I like that
the hues of blue
and green hint at
the colors of the
ocean, but I also
like that there are
pops of orange to
accentuate certain aspects and to keep the audience from getting bored. I also like the
images. There are a lot of images, symbols and, graphs. I really liked the use of graphs
because it helped me to process the data as more than just a number. I think that
amount of images is perfect because it is enough to illustrate the points that they are
making throughout the poster and to keep the audience interested. I also like that the
pictures follow the same color scheme as the rest of the poster, because it gives the
poster coherence. However, there are aspects I don’t like as much. One example is the
size of the text compared to the rest of the poster. I feel like, even at full size, I have to

really squint, and take time in order to actually read the poster. I would have liked the
font to be a little bigger. However, I actually like the amount of text. I like that the poster
feels almost cluttered with information because it seems really interesting, and makes
me want to read it in its entirety. I also wish the main subtitles stood out a little more, but
that could probably be fixed by making those bigger as well. I really liked this poster,
and I would like to emulate the way they presented images and cartoons. As I saw a
color scheme again, I would like to use that as well in my poster, but I will be sure to
have at least one color that pops (like the orange in this picture). Finally I want to have
graphs because I think it was really effective in getting me, the audience, to understand
the data.
In terms of videos, a really
effective and wellknown video
for a campaign was the Kony
2012 video by the Invisible
Children. There are quite a few
things that I observed about this
video that made it really efficient
in capturing the audience’s
attention. First off, the music
choices made were wonderful.
When the video starts off by
talking about the impact social
media can have and the
campaign that is about to take
place, the music is fast paced
and exciting. It makes the audience
want to take part and take action.
When the video is at a sad part (like
when it is filling the audience in on
the problems that it wants to
address with Kony and what the child soldiers had to go through) the music is slow, and
melancholic. Furthermore, when the narrator, Jason Russell, talks about his son and his
opinions, the music is slow and pensive. Finally, as the video summarizes and tells the
audience what they can do, the music is once again fastpaced and makes the
audience want to get up and stop Joseph Kony. Another really great aspect to this video
is the amount of clips it has. These clips, like moments from interviews of experts or the
victims, sections from political speeches, and quotes from organizations like the United
Nations, help to present hard facts to the audience in order to convince them of the

importance and the reality of this issue. Lastly, this video uses Jason Russell's son and
the story of a child soldier victim named Jacob as a pathos tactic to get the audience
motivated to make a difference. The only problem with this video is that it was largely
criticised for being wrong in a couple facts or understanding of the situation in Uganda
right then with Kony. The one way to improve this would be to research further to
ensure that no mistakes are made with the information. I think I will definitely try to
incorporate a soundtrack or music choices that fit with the different types or sections of
my video. I think I will also try to use pathos to really get my audience to want to help.
Lastly, I will definitely use clips to enforce the data and facts that I will be presenting.

This video ad is the opposite
of the Kony 2012 video. It
seems, overall, almost
sarcastic. The music in the
background is too pensive
and melancholy for a car
commercial. Not only does
Matthew McConaughey never
talk about the car (he never
appeals to the audience about
why we should want to buy
that car), but he also talks
about topics that are
unrelated to the topic of why
we would want to buy a car.
This shows how this video is
using only ethos to appeal to
the audience’s trust. This commercial
makes the assumption that I trust
Matthew McConaughey’s judgement on
the best car, when really I don’t. This
aspect can be solved by having Matthew McConaughey talk about the car’s
reliableness, or its luxury, or how cheap it is. The add should try to appeal to the
audience’s logos because it is trying to sell cars. Also, nothing interesting ever happens:
no change of pace, nothing humorous, or nothing interesting. This can be solved by
adding an aspect of comedy, or an aspect of hurry (like a race or it driving a family)
something to change the constant, boring tone of the advertisement. In all, I don’t think I
would like to emulate any aspect of this video, because I don’t think my audience would

pay attention to the information at all, nor would they want to go on to help with the
problem or do something about it.

Strand 4:
Develops a detailed design brief, which summarizes the analysis of relevant research.
Questions on Skin Cancer
Rank
1

Question
How can you (/what are the most
effective ways of) preventing skin
cancer?

Answer
There are nine ‘rules’ for the
prevention of skin cancer:
1. Stay in the shade when
outside, especially between
10:00 am  4:00 pm.
2. Wear at least a 15 SPF
(UVA/UVB) sunscreen (or
higher) every day, and avoid
circumstances where you
might burn (sitting out in the
sun for a long time without
reapplying sunscreen). Also,
use a water resistant broad
spectrum sunscreen
(UVA/UVB) that is SPF 30 or
higher for outdoor activity.
3. Avoid burning.
4. Cover up with clothing (and
hats that are broadbrimmed)
and UVblocking sunglasses.
5. Avoid tanning (especially UV
tanning booths).
6. Apply two tablespoons of
sunscreen to your entire body
about thirty minutes before
going outside, and reapply
the same amount of
sunscreen every two hours
you are outside (and every
time you sweat heavily or get
wet).
7. Keep newborns out of the
sun, and, once the baby is at
least six months old, use
sunscreen, hats, and
clothing.
8. Examine your skin head to

toe every month.
9. Have your physician perform
a skin exam annually.
(The Skin Cancer Foundation)
2

What are the different types of skin
cancer?

Actinic Keratosis  Another name
for it is Solar Keratosis. This is what
people are calling the ‘precancer’ to
squamous cell cancer. However, it
could mean that you will develop
any kind of skin cancer, not just
squamous cell cancer. More than 58
million people in America have
Actinic Keratosis. If you have red or
blond hair or light toned skin, you
could be more susceptible to
developing Actinic Keratosis. Most
of the time, cases of Actinic
Keratosis stay benign, but there can
still be a large chance of the Actinic
Keratosis developing into a
melanomas cancer that could
spread to the lymph nodes. (The
Skin Cancer Foundation)
Basal Cell Carcinoma  These are
abnormal growths (that are
uncontrolled by the immune system)
which take place in the basal cell of
the skin. The basal cell of the skin is
found in the deepest layer of the
epidermis. This skin cancer is
caused by UV exposure (both
intense or regular). Luckily, since
this type of cancer does not
metastasize, it will not spread to
more important or lifethreatening
part of the body. However, Basal
Cell Carcinoma can have a negative
impact on the looks of that area (it
can leave you disfigured), especially
if it is left to grow for a while. There
are about 2.8 million cases of basal
cell carcinoma reported each year in

the U.S. (The Skin Cancer
Foundation)
Dysplastic Nevi: These are moles
or beauty marks that are benign and
can turn into one (or multiple)
melanoma. The more dysplastic
nevi one person has, the higher at
risk they are at developing
melanoma skin cancer. There is a
bit of hereditariness in having these,
and, even if you have ancestors with
just dysplastic nevi that never
develop into melanoma, you still are
at a high risk. Like many in this list,
they are more common for people
with fair skin. (The Skin Cancer
Foundation)
Melanoma: Melanoma is the most
dangerous form of skin cancer. This
cancer forms when there is damage
to the skin cells’ DNA that does not
get fixed. This is normally caused by
UV exposure. This then triggers
mutations that multiply quickly and
form tumors called malignant
tumors. What enables this skin
cancer to be fatal is that, unlike
many other skin cancers, it can
spread to other parts of the body,
such as the lymph nodes. Every
year, around 9,710 people die from
melanoma in the U.S. (The Skin
Cancer Foundation)
Squamous Cell Carcinoma: Also
known as SCC, is caused by the
growth of abnormal squamous cells.
Squamous cells are found in the top
layer of the skin. Like all skin
cancers, it is caused by exposure to
U.V. rays (from the sun and tanning
beds). If left untreated, it can be

fatal. Each year, about 700,000
people in the U.S. are diagnosed
with squamous cell cancer, and
about 250,000 of those people
die.(The Skin Cancer Foundation)
3

(continuation of question 2) What
are the warning signs of each type
of skin cancer?

Actinic Keratosis  Actinic
Keratosis often looks like a scaly red
growth. It often looks elevated, like a
wart, and has a rough feeling to the
touch. These areas of the skin are
normally pink, red, or flesh toned
(called a lesion) and normally
appear on areas that receive a lot of
exposure to sun. For example, the
bald part of the scalp, face
(especially areas like the lips,
cheeks, nose, and chin), hands, and
shoulders.(The Skin Cancer
Foundation)
Basal Cell Carcinoma  Basal cell
carcinomas, or BCCs for short,
normally look like open wounds.
These tend to bleed or excrete, then
they can grow scabs or crust, only to
bleed again. Or it can just look like a
sore. (bald part of the scalp, face
(especially areas like the lips,
cheeks, nose, and chin), hands, and
shoulders.(The Skin Cancer
Foundation)
Dysplastic Nevi  Any mole (which
looks like a small, dark spot that is
slightly elevated) that gets larger or
starts to spread over a wider area of
skin could be melanomas. Another
hint that it could be melanomas is if
it starts to itch or bleed. The
dysplastic nevi are often
asymmetrical. (The Skin Cancer
Foundation)

Melanoma  Melanomas are often
hard to identify because they look a
lot like the surrounding moles or
spots people may have on their skin.
One way to tell them apart is if you
notice one mole getting bigger or
that is a little weirdly or oddly
shaped compared to the others. It
could even feel different.(The Skin
Cancer Foundation)
Squamous Cell Carcinoma  This
tends to also look like an open
wound or a wart. It can sometimes
be elevated, but most of the time, it
will have a divot in the center of the
area. Some people have described
it as looking like an open sore or a
pinkish or red colored patch of rough
skin.(The Skin Cancer Foundation)
4

(continuation of question 2 and 3)
What type of treatment does each
type require?

Actinic Keratosis  Since Actinic
Keratosis is considered the
‘precancer’ to squamous cell cancer,
there is normally not a need for
surgeries or procedures. Medical
creams and solutions are most often
prescribed to patients with cases of
Actinic Keratosis. The most widely
used topical treatment is
‘5fluorouracil (5FU) ointment or
liquid in concentrations from 0.5 to 5
percent’ (the Skin Cancer
Foundation). This treatment also
comes in liquid and is FDA
approved. The patients normally
apply or rub in the ointment to the
lesions twice a day for two to four
weeks and, though there can be
redness and scarring as it heals, the
cosmetic results are good. There is
a cure rate of 93 percent. (The Skin
Cancer Foundation)

Basal Cell Carcinoma: If your
doctor thinks or is worried about a
certain area of skin, they may
decide to perform a biopsy. This
means they will cut out a sample of
the skin under question, and will
send it to a lab to have it looked at
under a specific microscope so that
it can be diagnosed. Then, if it
comes back as BCC, the most
common procedure is a Mohs
Surgery. This surgery is when the
doctor, after providing some
anesthetic, cuts out a layer of the
questionable skin, and examines it
under a microscope. If they are
missing parts of the cell, they go in
for another layer of skin. This is
repeated until the whole cell is able
to be seen throughout the different
layers of skin. The reason this
procedure is the most popular is that
it is the most efficient in leaving
most of the healthy skin in tact,
while having the high cure rate of
98%. (The Skin Cancer Foundation)
Dysplastic Nevi: As this is just a
precursor for melanoma, there is no
treatment needed. (The Skin Cancer
Foundation)
Melanoma: The most common
treatment for melanoma is, like in
the basal cell carcinoma, Mohs
surgery.(The Skin Cancer
Foundation)
Squamous Cell Carcinoma: The
treatment that is widely used, like for
melanoma and basal cell carcinoma,
is Mohs surgery, (The Skin Cancer
Foundation)

5

How can you perform a self skin
exam?

1. First, use one (or two) mirrors
to check your face (ears,
mouth, lips, nose, etc…) for
any of the signs stated in
question #4.
2. Next, using a hairdryer and
mirrors on either side of your
head, look for any signs on
your scalp.
3. Now, check your arms and
hands. Start in between your
fingers, check under the
fingernails and along the
fingers. Check the tops and
the palms of your hands,
before finally checking your
arms.
4. Now, using a fulllength
mirror, check your elbows,
upper arms, underarms, and
torso.
5. Using a full length mirror in
front of you, and a handheld
mirror in your hand, check
your shoulders, back, and
backs of your legs.
6. Finally, check your legs by
running your hands along
them for any elevated or
rough skin.
(The Skin Cancer Foundation)

6

What does tanning do to your skin?

Tanning is the exposure to
ultraviolet rays. These rays are the
cause of premature aging of skin
(wrinkles, disfigurement, etc…) and
also the cause of all of the different
types of skin cancer. People who
have used indoor tanning salons
have a 74% higher chance that they
will develop melanomas skin cancer.
(The Skin Cancer Foundation)

7

What are some stories of skin
cancer patients?

Kate Neale’s story.
Eric Sizemore (his youtube diary

about his experience and how his
life ended early)
Florence Berson
(The Skin Cancer Foundation)
My mom’s story (primary
information)
8

What is the difference between UVA
and UVB?

9

Which sunscreen should people
use?

10

How can people prepare for their
outdoor activities so as not to cause
damage to their skin?

The Skin Cancer Foundation
recognizes that everyone looking to
have a healthy lifestyle must
participate in outdoor activities.
However, they believe that everyone
need to make sure that they protect
themselves from the exposure to the
sun’s UV rays (as they can lead to
skin damage and skin cancer). They
suggest that everyone applies
sunscreen before, and during their
activity. They also ask that everyone
cover up in clothing that will protect
them from exposure to the sun. (The
Skin Cancer Foundation)

11

What is the right amount of sun
exposure or vitamin D?

People need their vitamin D for
healthy and strong bones and
immune system. However, the Skin
Cancer Foundation suggests that
we don’t rely on the sun for out
Vitamin D. They recommend that we
get our daily 600IU through foods
such as oily fish, milk and dairy
products, and vitamin
supplements.(The Skin Cancer
Foundation)

Questions on Effective Posters

Rank

Question

1

What aspects make a poster
effective?

2

What are effective images?

3

What makes a poster easy to read
and understand?

Answer
In order to make a poster effective,
you must use color. Color should be
used for text and title backgrounds.
There should also be color blocks to
emphasize certain information. The
color pallette should remain
consistent throughout the poster.
Furthermore, the use of color must
have a purpose, and cannot be
overused. There should be some
contrasting colors (light vs. dark) but
they should not clash. The poster
elements should be aligned
(vertically and horizontally) and
should be organized. Also, the
poster should not be cluttered (have
an even amount of white / blank
space to text, without being too
blank so that it looks uninteresting
and unimportant. Finally, all
elements of the poster should be
consistent (color, font, text size,
alignment, etc…). (Deborah A.
Sleight, PhD)

In order for a poster to be easy to
read and understand, there are
multiple factors, such as text, size,
color, organization, etc…, that need
to be right. One example is that the
text must be large and simple (a font
that people can read easily, like
Times New Roman, or Arial). The
text must also be short and to the
point, using either bullets or short
statements. The content must be in
a logical order, and there should not
be very many abbreviations or
words that not many people would
know or understand (jargon). If there
are bullets, there should be a

hanging indentation. Also, the
bullets should not make up the
whole poster, there should be few
and there should be a reason you
want that specific information to
stand out. The poster should be
organized, with section headings,
color blocks, and “sections arranged
top to bottom and left to right”.
(Deborah A. Sleight, PhD)
4

What might interest or capture the
eye of my audience (adolescents)?

From the survey that I conducted,
60% of the subjects (15 year olds)
said that they like or are interested
when things involve pathos instead
of logos or ethos. They also said the
are interested in and relate to things
that are technologically advanced or
interesting.

5

How much information should be on
a poster?

I need to narrow down my evidence
and information because my viewers
will not want to have to go through
and read and then process too
much detailed facts and information.
I need to keep in mind that I really
only want to get the big picture
across, not all the little ideas and
information. I need to chose only a
few main ideas and critical pieces of
information to support that. I should
probably use more images, graphs,
charts, tables, and small statements
than writing a whole paragraph so
that it is quick and easy for my
audience to read.(Undergraduate
Symposium 2014 of University of
Wisconsin  Madison).

6

What information is the most
important?

The information that should be on
the poster is : only the highlights of
the research and message that I
want to get across, information that
furthers my audience’s knowledge
on the subject instead of just

restating what they already know,
the information that outlines my
topic, and relevant visuals such as
images, graphs, and charts.
(Deborah A. Sleight, PhD)
Questions of Effective Videos

Rank

Question

Answer

1

What makes a Video engaging?

The three main goals I need to use
in order to make my video engaging
are entertain, inform, and educate. I
also need to use something that
calls my audience to action. (Andy
Havard)

2

What can I use to make my video
more interesting (images, music,
transitions)

I can use transitions, especially
because they help make sure that
the video has a flow and feels
connected. However, I cannot go
overboard with them, or the video
can get overwhelming and cheesy.
A simple fade in/ fade out seems to
be the most effective. Also, using
more images can help get the
message across to my audience
easier than just talking at them.
Finally, music can help set the tone
of different sections of the video.
(Video School)

3

What is the right amount of images,
music, and transitions, so that it isn’t
overwhelming?

This is stated in the last question’s
answer.

4

How can you use pathos, ethos, and Ethos: In order to use ethos in my
logos on an audience with a video?
video I will have to have someone
my audience trusts inform them on
skin cancer. This could be a skin
cancer doctor, as that would be what
they have studied and are the most
informed about.
Pathos: If I wanted to use pathos, I

will need to use vivid language,
detailed emotional recounts and
stories, and different points of view. I
can obtain this with skin cancer
patients’ stories.
Logos: To use Logos, I will simply
need to present hard facts, data,
charts, and graphs to clearly present
factual evidence to prove to the
audience my point. (Education
Portal)
5

How long should a video be so that
it does not get boring?

6

Who can I feature in my video as
speakers?

I can feature my mom, recounting
her personal experience with skin
cancer. I can also interview her
doctor, Dr. Kayal, who specialises in
skin cancer, as he is an expert in
understanding this.

Questions of My Audience

Rank

Question

Answer

1

What does my audience find
aesthetically pleasing?

According to my survey, 3 people
responded (the majority) that they
find bright colors aesthetically
pleasing, while 2 people replied
that they found that a lot of images
are aesthetically pleasing.
Furthermore, only 1 person
decided that text is, in their opinion,
the most aesthetically pleasing.
While, the last person replied that
black/white, and neutral colors are
the most aesthetically pleasing.

2

What pushes my audience to action,
and to think about thing the most,
pathos, ethos, or logos?

In my survey, I found that the
majority decided that pathos would
push them into action. Meanwhile,
a small minority of them said that

logos would push them to action.
3

How long can adolescents focus?

4

What will may audience gain from my
campaign?

My audience, as most skin cancer
is a result of the first 20 years of
one’s life, will be able to prevent
themselves from getting skin
cancer. And, even if they end up
getting it, they will have the
knowledge to be able to recognize
the signs early.

5

What topics interest my audience,
what do they relate to?

According to my survey, my
audience relates to technology, to
the virtual world (social media,
television, technological
advancements).

In conclusion, Skin Cancer is an important subject because every year, around
700,000 people in the U.S. are diagnosed with squamous cell cancer, and about
250,000 of those people die. Furthermore, the damage done to one’s skin that results in
skin cancer happens in the first 20 years of life (The Skin Cancer Foundation). This is
the precise reason The Skin Cancer Foundation was created, to educate people about
how to prevent skin cancer and how to recognize the signs. This is important because, if
you can recognize the signs of skin cancer, you may be able to treat the skin cancer
before it becomes fatal. However, since many teens still use tanning beds and are
unaware of the dangers (Melanoma Foundation) there obviously needs to be more
awareness.
So, I decided to research further into the correct age group for my audience and
what they would connect to the most, and listen to the most. First of all, since most
tanning can start as early as 13 years of age and since the damage to the skin is done
in the first 20 years, I realized my audience would need to be adolescents (aged 1317).
In terms of effective ways of spreading awareness among adolescents, I realized that
things that were easily shared and used in technology would be easier for them to see
and connect to (according to my survey). However, I had to keep in mind the problem
being asked. I need to create a multimedia ad campaign, meaning that not everything
can be technological. Naturally, I would chose something that could be seen around
school, as that is where my audience spends a lot of time. So, I decided to go with a
poster (or series of posters) that can be placed around school.
Next, I had to research effective methods of engaging my audience with the

video. I realized I would have to use transitions, music, images, and charts/graphs to
really make it interesting enough for my audience to pay attention. I learned that I will
have to keep in mind the amount of transitions, music, images, and charts/graphs,
because too much can make it harder to understand and focus on one main point. I also
learned that I will have to focus on entertaining, informing, and educating my audience,
because if I do that, they will walk away with the most important information (Vimeo
Schools). Also, I will need to employ the use of logos, pathos, and ethos. According to
my survey, pathos and logos will be the most useful in pushing them to take action. I
learned that I will need to present statistics, facts, data, charts and graphs in order to
accomplish the logos side of things. On the other hand, I will need to use stories from
skin cancer patients (like an interview with my mom) to push the emotional side of
pathos.
For my poster, I will need to make sure that I don’t have too much blank space or
too little. I will also need to find the balance between too much information and not
enough (Deborah A. Sleight, PhD). I will want to make sure that the information is
organized and has a sense of purpose with the colors, and the way the different
information is placed. I learned that it is important that the text has a simple font, that is
large, eyecatching, and in contrast with colors and black/white (Deborah A. Sleight,
PhD). I also learned that I will need a lot more pictures than words, but those pictures
must be relevant to the information and not something useless, like clip art.
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Comments:
Excellent! I am impressed with your through research and analysis. I'm looking forward
to seeing your future work. Good job.

